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DRK, the Drosophila homolog of the SH2-SH3 domain adaptor protein Grb2, is required during signaling by the sevenless receptor tyrosine kinase (SEV). One role of DRK is to provide a link between activated SEV and the Ras1 activator SOS. We have investigated the possibility that DRK performs other functions by identifying additional DRK-binding proteins. We show that the phosphotyrosine-binding (PTB) domain-containing protein Disabled (DAB) binds to the DRK SH3 domains. DAB is expressed in the ommatidial clusters, and loss of DAB function disrupts ommatidial development. Moreover, reduction of DAB function attenuates signaling by a constitutively activated SEV. Our biochemical analysis suggests that DAB binds SEV directly via its PTB domain, becomes tyrosine phosphorylated upon SEV activation, and then serves as an adaptor protein for SH2 domain-containing proteins. Taken together, these results indicate that DAB is a novel component of the SEV signaling pathway.

Receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs) play essential roles in the control of cell growth, specification of cell fate, and pattern formation during the development of multicellular organisms. Binding of a ligand to the extracellular domain of a RTK induces receptor dimerization, activation of the cytoplasmic kinase domain, and autophosphorylation on tyrosine residues (50). The activated receptor then initiates intracellular signaling in part by recruiting a number of cytoplasmic proteins (12). Although these proteins have diverse biochemical activities and biological functions, they often contain Src homology 2 (SH2) or phosphotyrosine-binding (PTB) domains that can bind specific phosphotyrosine residues on the activated RTK. One important consequence of RTK stimulation is the activation of the Ras/mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathway (19, 41, 42). For many RTKs, Ras activation is dependent on the binding of Grb2 directly to the tyrosine-phosphorylated RTK. The central SH2 domain of Grb2 is flanked by two Src homology 3 (SH3) domains that interact with proline-rich sequences of the guanine nucleotide exchange factor SOS. Binding of the Grb2-SOS complex to an RTK brings SOS close to Ras and allows SOS to catalyze Ras activation. The activated GTP-bound Ras then stimulates a conserved protein kinase cascade consisting of Raf, MAPK kinase (MEK), and MAPK (6, 11). Once activated, MAPK modulates the activity of various transcription factors that control cellular responses to extracellular signals.

An extensively studied example of an RTK-mediated signaling process occurs during R7 photoreceptor cell specification in the Drosophila compound eye (26, 52, 64). The decision of the R7 precursor cell to adopt the photoreceptor cell fate is dependent on the stimulation of the sevenless RTK (SEV) by its ligand, the Bride of Sevenless protein, which is expressed on the surface of the adjacent R8 cell (39). By using sensitized genetic screens and epistasis experiments, numerous proteins that participate in SEV signal transduction have been identified. These include components of the Ras/MAPK pathway such as DRK (the Drosophila homolog of Grb2) (44, 55), SOS (5, 53), Ras1 (53), Raf (16), MEK (33, 60), and MAPK (6, 11).

The ability of activated Ras1 to bypass the requirement for SEV function during R7 development has suggested that the primary function of SEV is to activate Ras (20). However, the model that the sole function of activated SEV is to bind DRK-SOS has been questioned by genetic studies that suggest the existence of multiple intracellular signaling pathways downstream of SEV (1, 28, 45). For example, although the association of DRK and SOS does not depend on the carboxy (C)-terminal SH3 domain of DRK, mutations that affect this domain partially compromise SEV signaling. Furthermore, a C-terminal SH3 domain-truncated DRK cannot rescue the lethality associated with homozygous drk mutations (45). These data suggest that DRK-binding proteins besides SOS may play important roles in signaling by SEV and other RTKs. Biochemical studies performed with mammalian systems have provided evidence that such Grb2-binding partners do exist (21, 30, 38, 43). These include Cbl, a proto-oncogene product, and Gab1, a downstream component of the insulin and epidermal growth factor receptors.

Here we report that the PTB domain-containing protein Disabled (DAB) binds to the SH3 domains of DRK. DAB and DRK form a complex in vivo that appears to be distinct from the DRK-SOS complex. We demonstrate that DAB can bind SEV directly via its PTB domain. Moreover, the expression of activated SEV leads to increased DAB tyrosine phosphorylation that may provide docking sites for SH2 domain-containing proteins. We provide evidence that DAB is an important component of the SEV signaling pathway in vivo by showing that DAB is expressed in developing photoreceptor cells, that the removal of DAB function disrupts ommatidial development, and that either a reduction of DAB dosage or the expression of a PTB domain-mutated DAB suppresses the effects of excessive SEV signaling. Interestingly, a truncated DAB that lacks the DRK SH3 domain-binding region shows enhanced function during SEV signaling. This finding raises the possibility that either inhibition of DAB function by this region is alleviated upon DRK binding to activated SEV or DRK binding to this region serves normally to inhibit DAB function.
DAB IS AN ADAPTOR PROTEIN DURING R7 DEVELOPMENT

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Genetics. Fly culture, crosses, and germ line transformation were performed by using standard procedures. The dab mutant flies were generously provided by S. M. Ahern and F. M. Hoffmann (University of Wisconsin, Madison). Marked clones were obtained from homozygous for either drkM54 (12), or dab(+)* mutants were induced by X-ray irradiation of w, Ts.Iab, ab/ab+/+ first instar larvae as previously described (33).

Histology. Fixation and sectioning (1 to 2 μm) of adult eyes was performed essentially as described previously (59). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed as described elsewhere (37). Antibody staining of eye imaginal discs was essentially as described previously (22). The primary antibodies were rabbit affinity-purified anti-DAB antibodies (gift of A. R. Comer and F. M. Hoffmann), and monoclonal anti-ELAV monoclonal antibody (primary antibody). The primary antibodies were detected with either fluorescein isothiocyanate- or Cy5-conjugated secondary antibodies (Jackson ImmunoResearch) that were diluted 1/200. The discs were then washed, mounted in Citifluor (Ted Pella, Inc.), and observed with an MRC 1024 confocal laser microscope (Bio-Rad).

DNA sequencing. Double-stranded DNA sequencing was performed by a Sequenase 2.0 kit (U.S. Biochemical) with the protocol provided by the manufacturer.

Generation of p25-labeled wild-type and mutant GTK-DRK fusion proteins. Mutations in drk were generated by site-directed mutagenesis using reagents and protocols provided in the Mutagen kit (Bio-Rad). To construct the template for making the drk mutations, the entire coding sequence of the drk cDNA (~750 bp) was released from the plasmid pGEX-5dk (55) by BamHI and EcoRI digestion and subcloned into pBluescript (pBS) KS+, creating the plasmid pBS-drk. The mutagenic primers were 5'-GCCTCATATGGTTAATTTA-3' and 5'-CTTCCCTTGATATGAACTAAACGTC-3'. The PCR product of the point mutations was verified by sequencing using forward and reverse primers (PharMacia). The resulting plasmids were designated pBS-drk(W156R), pBS-drk(G299R), and pBS-drk(W156R/G299R) respectively. The wild-type and mutant drk cDNAs were released from pBS and subcloned into the pGEX-2TK vector (PharMacia) at BamHI and EcoRI sites. The double-mutant construct was created by ligating the BamHI-BglII fragment (~350 bp) of pBS-drk(W156R) and the BglII-EcoRI fragment of pBS-drk(W156R/G299R) (~400 bp) into pGEX-2TK. The final plasmids were named pGTX-drk(W156R), pGTX-drk(W156R/G299R), and pGTX-drk(W156R/G299R).

Glutathione S-transferase (GST) fusion proteins were expressed in Escherichia coli and purified by glutathione affinity chromatography as described previously (57). The fusion proteins that contain a protein kinase A (PKA) phosphorylation site in the linker region between GST and DRK were designated GST-DRK. The resulting protein with DRK were termed GTK-DRK fusions.

Expression library screening. A Drosophila 0- to 18-h embryonic ggt1 DNA library was used (gift of A. Dingwall and M. Scott). Expression library plaque lifters were prepared by using standard protocols for low-transfer filters. The low-transfer filters were processed through a denaturation-reneutralization cycle, blocked, and then hybridized to [32P]GTK-DRK probes as described previously (7). The filters were washed, dried, covered with Saran Wrap, and exposed to film at ~70°C with an intensifying screen.

Construction of dab(+)* mutant plasmid and fusion proteins. The EcoRI-EcoRI fragment of dab cDNA was released from pAAC+drk (kindly provided by A. R. Comer and F. M. Hoffmann) and subcloned into pBS. The EcoRI-Xhol fragment of pBS-drk was subcloned into the pGEX-2TK vector. Site-directed mutagenesis was accomplished by using the primer 5'-GTCATATAACCTCGATTTATG-3' for the amino acid 1600 (HA)-specific monoclonal antibody raised against the 12-amino-acid HA epitope (24); rat anti-DAB, produced as described above; hemagglutinin (HA)-specific monoclonal antibody raised against the C-terminal 13 amino acids of SEV, used in anti-SEV immunoblotting; monoclonal antibody G11, raised against the C-terminal 13 amino acids of SEV, used in anti-SEV immunoprecipitation; and antiphosphotyrosine monoclonal antibody PY20 (Transduction Laboratories).

Results

Fly culture. Drosophila Schneider cell line SL2 (SL2) was maintained and transfected as described previously (54). Selection of polyclonal cell lines was performed in G418 (1 mg/ml) or hygromycin B (0.2 mg/ml). For heat shock induction, cells were treated for 30 min at 37°C and then returned to 25°C. The SEV(+) constructs were described previously (55).

The HA tag which contains the 10 amino acids YPYDVYDDAS was added to wild-type and mutant drk cDNA coding sequences by PCR using the primers 5'-GGTCTGATACATGGAGAACCGATGCC-3' and 5'-CAGGGTACCTTAAC-3'. The resulting PCR products were subcloned into the pTA vector at the KpnI site, and the presence of the HA tag was verified by sequencing. The drk-HA fragments were then subcloned as KpnI fragments into the expression vector pTA-Hygro (1) for transfection into SL2 cells. The protein P5E-dab cDNA was released from pPAC-dab with NorI digestion, filled in with T4 polymerase, and blunt-ended ligated into pTA-Hygro which had been cut with KpnI and filled with T4 polymerase. The resulting plasmid was named pP5E-dab-Hygro. cDNA generated was then cloned into the PstI fragment of pTA-dab-Hygro with the corresponding fragment from P5E(dab)avr.

RESULTS

DAB is a DRK-binding protein. To identify Drosophila proteins that are capable of interacting with DRK, we produced DAB as a GTK-DRK fusion protein containing a PKA phosphorylation site in the linker region between GST and DRK (34). The fusion protein was expressed in bacteria, purified, 35S-labeled by using PKA and [γ-32P]ATP, and used to screen a Drosophila embryonic ggt1 cDNA expression library. From 500,000 plaques screened, 28 positive clones were identified, plaque purified, and subjected to further analysis. We found that two of the cDNA inserts were derived from S0r. In agreement with previous reports (45), their products bound with high affinity to the (N)-terminal SH3 domain of DRK (data not shown).

Sequence analysis of one insert indicated that it was derived from the previously described gene called disabled (dab) (24). The Drosophila dab gene encodes two alternatively spliced...
The SH3 domains of DRK bind to the proline-rich region of DAB. To characterize the nature of the in vitro DAB-DRK interaction, we determined which domains of DRK are required for binding to DAB. To answer this question, we made use of well-characterized mutations that had been shown to inactivate the function of either the SH2 or SH3 domain of Grb2 (13, 15, 18, 49). For example, changing the proline 49 residue to leucine (P49L) inactivates the N-terminal SH3 domain, while the arginine 86-to-lysine (R86K) mutation disrupts the SH2 domain and the glycine 203-to-arginine (G203R) mutation affects the C-terminal SH3 domain. We introduced the corresponding mutations, individually or in combination (P49L, R85K, G199R, P49LR85K), into the [32P]GTK-DRK fusion protein and tested the ability of the mutant proteins to interact with the αgt11-encoded β-galactosidase–DAB fusion protein. As shown in Fig. 1A, mutation of the SH2 domain did not affect binding, indicating that the in vitro DAB-DRK interaction does not require a functional DRK SH2 domain. The DAB-DRK interaction, however, is dependent on the function of the SH3 domains because simultaneous mutations of both SH3 domains abolished binding. Moreover, while DAB binds to both SH3 domains, it appears to interact more strongly with the C-terminal domain.

The dependence of in vitro DAB-DRK binding on the function of the DRK SH3 domains suggests that the proline-rich region of DAB might be required for the interaction. To test this possibility, we expressed either wild-type DAB or a DAB protein lacking the proline-rich region (DABΔPro) in SL2 cells (Fig. 1B). Extracts from the resulting cell lines, SL2-DAB and SL2-DABΔPro, were incubated with GST-DRK fusion protein coupled to glutathione-agarose beads. Binding of full-length or truncated DAB to GST-DRK was monitored by immunoblotting with anti-DAB antibodies that recognize both forms of the protein. Full-length DAB, but not DABΔPro, was precipitated by the GST-DRK fusion protein (Fig. 1C). These results indicate that the in vitro interaction between DRK and DAB requires the presence of the proline-rich region of DAB, and suggest that the SH3 domains of DRK bind directly to sequences within DAB proline-rich core.

**DRK and DAB associate in vivo.** To determine that the binding of DAB and DRK occurs in vivo, we examined whether DRK and DAB could be coimmunoprecipitated from SL2 cell extracts. Although DRK was precipitated by anti-DAB antibodies, DAB was not detected in anti-DRK immunoprecipitates (data not shown). The reason for this failure may have been that the anti-DRK antibodies were raised against the C-terminal SH3 domain of DRK, which is required for interaction with DAB. To overcome this problem, we expressed an HA-tagged DRK in SL2 cells and immunoprecipitated the DRK-HA protein with an anti-HA antibody. We also

---

**FIG. 1.** The in vitro interaction between DRK and DAB requires the SH3 domains of DRK and the proline-rich region of DAB. (A) Binding of [32P]GTK-DRK probes to αgt11-encoded β-galactosidase–DAB fusion protein. Plating of αgt11 clones, induction of β-galactosidase fusion protein expression, and protein transfer onto nitrocellulose filters were performed as described in Materials and Methods. Filters were hybridized in the presence of [32P]GTK, [32P]GTK-DRK, [32P]GTK-DRKΔPro (N-terminal SH3 domain inactivated), [32P]GTK-DRKΔSH2 (SH2 domain inactivated), [32P]GTK-DRKΔC (C-terminal SH3 domain inactivated), and [32P]GTK-DRKΔPTBΔC (both SH3 domains inactivated), (sectors 1 to 6, respectively). Binding of GTK-DRK to β-galactosidase–DAB is dependent on the function of the DRK SH3 domains. (B) Schematic diagrams of DAB and DABΔPro. The numbers indicate amino acid residues. The region from asparagine 821 to aspartate 1000 is deleted in DABΔPro. Pro-rich, proline-rich region. (C) Interaction of GST-DRK with DAB and DABΔPro. Extracts from SL2-DAB and SL2-DABΔPro cells were incubated with GST-DRK fusion protein coupled to glutathione-agarose beads. The immunoblots both of total cell extract is indicated above each lane. The positions of DAB and DABΔPro are indicated. Although DAB and DABΔPro were expressed at approximately equivalent levels, only wild-type DAB was precipitated by GST-DRK fusion protein.
performed the reciprocal experiment using anti-DAB antibodies. In each case, the immunoprecipitates were then immunoblotted with anti-DRK and anti-DAB antibodies. Our analysis showed that DRK-HA and DAB were coprecipitated by either anti-HA or anti-DAB antibodies (Fig. 2A). Furthermore, consistent with our in vitro binding analysis, the complex of DRK-HA with DAB was not detected when the HA-tagged DRK protein carried mutations inactivating both SH3 domains (P49L or G199R), while inactivation of the DRK SH2 domain (R85K) had no effect on binding, while inactivation of either SH3 domain (one-third of the immunoprecipitates). Inactivation of the DRK SH2 domain had no effect on binding, while inactivation of either SH3 domain (P49L or G199R) reduced binding and inactivation of both SH3 domains (P49L/G199R) abolished binding.

DAB functions during ommatidial development and SEV signaling. Since DAB binds DRK in vivo and that this interaction is mediated primarily through the N-terminal SH3 domain of DRK (45), we investigated the role of the N-terminal SH3 domain of DRK. To determine whether the interaction is mediated primarily through the N-terminal SH3 domain of DRK, we used a constitutively activated SEV (SEVS11) under the control of the sev enhancer and hop70 promoter sequences (46). These transcrip- tional control elements direct expression in a subset of cells in the Drosophila eye, including the precursors of photoreceptors R7, R3, and R4 and all four of the cone cells. The expression SEVS11 in this pattern results in the generation of extra R7 photoreceptors due to the transformation of cone cell precursors into R7 cells (4). As a result, the eyes of SeVS11 flies are rough and disorganized due to irregular packing and frequent fusion of the abnormally formed ommatidia (Fig. 4B and F). Importantly, it has been reported that the rough-eye phenotype of SeVS11 flies is suppressed by the inactivation of one allele of drk, sos, or ral (48, 44, 46). We found that dab mutations could also dominantly suppress the SeVS11 phenotype as assayed either by the degree of eye roughness or by the average number of R7 cells per ommatidium (Fig. 4C and G; Table 1). While SeVS11 flies have an average of 4.0 R7 cells per ommatidium, SeVS11 flies heterozygous for a dab mutation have only 3.1. Furthermore, the effect of dab mutations on the SeVS11 phenotype is reversed by the expression of a dab cDNA under Se transcrip- tional control (Fig. 4D and H). It is important to note that this assay tests whether the abundance of a component is a limiting factor in determining the SEVS11 phenotype. Loss-of-function mutations of many known components of the SEV pathway including CSW and Ral have no observable effect on SeVS11 phenotype (51a). The fact that DAB mutations suppressed the rough eye phenotype of SeVS11 flies demonstrates that the level of DAB function is critical for determining the efficiency of SEVS11 signaling and suggests that DAB may normally participate in SEV signal transduction.

DAB is tyrosine phosphorylated in response to SEV activation and can bind the SH2 domain of DRK. As a result, DAB functions in the development of the photoreceptor cells. Since homozygous dab animals do not survive to adulthood, X-ray-induced mitotic recombination was used to generate marked clones of homozygous mutant dab cells in the eyes of dab/+ animals. Because all existing dab alleles were generated on chromosomes carrying tightly linked abelson (abl) mutations, a P-element transposon (Tn-ABL) was used to provide abl function in the X-irradiated flies. The Tnabl transposon has been shown to rescue the abl mutant phenotype (27). Numerous abnormalities were observed in dab homozygous mutant clones. The most common defects were the absence of the R7 cell and the lack of one or more outer photoreceptors (R1 to R6) in mosaic ommatidia (Fig. 3D and E). In addition, large dab mutant clones showed extensive ommatidial disorganization including regions in which no photoreceptors were present (Fig. 3E). This phenotype was observed with three different alleles of dab and resembles those observed in clones of cells homozygous for weak alleles of either sos or ral (51a). These results indicate that DAB has an important function during photoreceptor and ommatidial development. The most extensively characterized step in ommatidial development is the specification of the R7 photoreceptor cell fate in response to the activation of SEV (26, 52, 64). The similarity of the dab clone phenotype to those of sos and ral suggests that DAB might also participate in SEV signal transduction. To investigate this possibility, we examined whether the level of DAB function is a limiting factor in determining the strength of SEV signaling. For this assay, we used flies carrying a P element expressing a constitutively activated SEV (SEVS11) under the control of the sev enhancer and hop70 promoter sequences (46). These transcrip- tional control elements direct expression in a subset of cells in the Drosophila eye, including the precursors of photoreceptors R7, R3, and R4 and all four of the cone cells. The expression SEVS11 in this pattern results in the generation of extra R7 photoreceptors due to the transformation of cone cell precursors into R7 cells (4). As a result, the eyes of SeVS11 flies are rough and disorganized due to irregular packing and frequent fusion of the abnormally formed ommatidia (Fig. 4B and F). Importantly, it has been reported that the rough-eye phenotype of SeVS11 flies is suppressed by the inactivation of one allele of drk, sos, or ral (48, 44, 46). We found that dab mutations could also dominantly suppress the SeVS11 phenotype as assayed either by the degree of eye roughness or by the average number of R7 cells per ommatidium (Fig. 4C and G; Table 1). While SeVS11 flies have an average of 4.0 R7 cells per ommatidium, SeVS11 flies heterozygous for a dab mutation have only 3.1. Furthermore, the effect of dab mutations on the SeVS11 phenotype is reversed by the expression of a dab cDNA under Se transcrip- tional control (Fig. 4D and H). It is important to note that this assay tests whether the abundance of a component is a limiting factor in determining the SEVS11 signaling. Loss-of-function mutations of many known components of the SEV pathway including CSW and Ral have no observable effect on SeVS11 phenotype (51a). The fact that DAB mutations suppressed the rough eye phenotype of SeVS11 flies demonstrates that the level of DAB function is critical for determining the efficiency of SEVS11 signaling and suggests that DAB may normally participate in SEV signal transduction.
tion, SEV^{S11} autophosphorylation could be readily detected in these cells (data not shown). We found that upon induction of SEV^{S11}, there was a significant increase in DAB phosphotyrosine content and a corresponding decrease in its electrostatic mobility (Fig. 5A). In contrast, expression of a kinase-expected, the Tn-transposon is able to provide functional Abl protein, and thus all of the examined Tn-cells of the clones were genetically marked by the absence of a white gene and thus lack pigment granules. The pigment granules of the photoreceptors are small dark structures at the base of each rhabdomere; the pigment granules within the pigment cells, surrounding each ommatidium, are orange. (D) The most prominent phenotype is the presence of ommatidia which lack unpigmented R7 cells. Such ommatidia are indicated by the red arrows. Occasionally, ommatidia also lack unpigmented outer photoreceptor cells in addition to missing inner R7 photoreceptor (black arrow). The arrowhead points at a wild-type ommatidium. (E) Again, the most obvious phenotype is the lack of unpigmented, centrally located R7 cells in the ommatidial (red arrows). In this clone, many ommatidial clusters are also missing outer photoreceptors. The ommatidia are disorganized, and there are regions in which no photoreceptors are present. Overall, unpigmented photoreceptor cells are greatly underrepresented. An example of a wild-type ommatidium is indicated by the arrowhead. We also generated clones of Tn-abl transposon to provide functional Abl protein. The cells of the clones were genetically marked by the absence of a white gene and thus lack pigment granules. The pigment granules of the photoreceptors are small dark structures at the base of each rhabdomere; the pigment granules within the pigment cells, surrounding each ommatidium, are orange. (D) The most prominent phenotype is the presence of ommatidia which lack unpigmented R7 cells. Such ommatidia are indicated by the red arrows. Occasionally, ommatidia also lack unpigmented outer photoreceptor cells in addition to missing inner R7 photoreceptor (black arrow). The arrowhead points at a wild-type ommatidium. (E) Again, the most obvious phenotype is the lack of unpigmented, centrally located R7 cells in the ommatidial (red arrows). In this clone, many ommatidial clusters are also missing outer photoreceptors. The ommatidia are disorganized, and there are regions in which no photoreceptors are present. Overall, unpigmented photoreceptor cells are greatly underrepresented. An example of a wild-type ommatidium is indicated by the arrowhead. We also generated clones of Tn-abl cells as a control. As expected, the Tn-abl transposon is able to provide functional Abl protein, and thus all of the examined Tn-abl cells have wild-type ommatidia (data not shown).

DAB tyrosine phosphorylation. These experiments demonstrate that the ability to induce tyrosine phosphorylation of DAB is not a property of all protein tyrosine kinases.

The tyrosine phosphorylation of DAB as well as the presence of DAB in potential consensus SH2 domain-binding sites suggest that phosphorylated DAB might function by binding the SH2 domains of signaling proteins. This possibility was examined for the DRK SH2 domain. To generate either phosphorylated or unphosphorylated DAB, we induced expression of either SEV^{S11} or SEV^{S11KM} in SL2 cells. The resulting cell extracts were transferred onto nitrocellulose filters after SDS-PAGE. The filters were then probed with GST fusion proteins containing either wild-type DRK or DRK in which both SH3 domains were inactivated (DRK^{P49L,G199R}). While wild-type DRK could bind to DAB from either extract, DRK^{P49L,G199R} could bind to only the tyrosine-phosphorylated DAB present in the SL2-SEV^{S11} cell lysate (Fig. 5C). The dependence of the DAB-DRK^{P49L,G199R} interaction on tyrosine phosphorylation...
FIG. 4. Effects of dab mutations on the phenotype of activated SEV. (A to D and I to L) SEM of adult eyes. (E to H and M to P) Photomicrographs of apical tangential sections of adult eyes. (A) SEM of a phenotypical wild-type eye of a w1118 fly. The eye is smooth in appearance, with uninterrupted ommatidial rows. The normal regular array of photoreceptor cells can be seen in panel E. The darkly stained structures are the rhabdomeres (light-sensing organelles) of each photoreceptor. The rhabdome of R7 cell is smaller and more centrally located than the rhabdomeres of R1 to R6. The rhabdome of R8 cell cannot be seen in this section because it is located underneath that of R7 cell. (B) SEM of an eye of a heterozygous P[sE-SevS11] fly. The external morphology of the eye is rough and disorganized due to the presence of multiple R7 cells per ommatidium and the frequent ommatidial fusions as seen in panel F. (C) SEM of an eye of a fly heterozygous for both P[sE-SevS11] and dab mutation. Compared to the eye of the SevS11 fly, the surface of this eye is smoother, with the reappearance of organized ommatidial rows and very rare ommatidial fusion events. Sectioning of the eye revealed that the average number of R7 cells per ommatidium is reduced by the presence of the dab mutation (G). The flies represented in panels D and H are heterozygous for P[sE-SevS11], dab mutation, and P[E-dab]. The suppression effect of dab mutations on SevS11 phenotype can be reversed by P[sE-dab], indicating that DAB is a limiting component during SEV S11 signaling. (I) SEM of a fly heterozygous for P[sE-SevS11] and P[sE-dabS119A]. Expression of DAB S119A suppresses the rough-eye phenotype of SevS11 flies and reduces the average number of R7 cells per ommatidium (M). The dominant inhibitory effect that DAB S119A exerts on SEV S11 signaling is relieved by an increased expression of wild-type DAB (J and N). (K, L, O, and P) DAB S119A enhances SEV signaling in vivo. (K) SEM of an eye of a SevS11-w fly. It is mildly roughened, with an average of 2.5 R7 cells per ommatidium (panel O and Table 1). The expression of DAB S119A in these flies enhances the roughness of the eye surface and increases the number of R7 to 3.6 cells per ommatidium (panel L and P and Table 1), while expression of wild-type DAB has no observable effect (data not shown).
suggests that it involves the SH2 domain of DRK. Thus, it appears that SEV-induced tyrosine phosphorylation of DAB can generate binding sites for the SH2 domain of DRK and perhaps for those of other signaling proteins as well.

The PTB domain of DAB can bind SEV directly. The PTB domains of insulin receptor substrate 1 (IRS-1) and Shc have been shown to bind to specific tyrosine-phosphorylated sequences of activated RTKs (17, 63). We examined whether the PTB domain of DAB could also bind to activated SEV. We generated a bacterially expressed fusion protein (GST-PTB) consisting of the PTB domain of DAB fused to GST (Fig. 6A) and tested whether it could precipitate SEV from extracts of SL2-SEVS11 cells. While GST-PTB-coupled beads bound SEVS11, beads coupled to GST alone did not (Fig. 6B). Furthermore, since GST-PTB lacks the proline-rich region of DAB and does not bind to DRK (data not shown), the GST-PTB interaction with SEVS11 is likely due to a direct binding of the DAB PTB domain to SEVS11. Our experiments, however, do not exclude the possibility that the DAB PTB domain binds to other proteins that are associated with SEVS11.

Inactivation of the kinase activity of SEV (SEVS11TKM) markedly reduced, but did not abolish, the ability of GST-PTB to associate with SEVS11 (Fig. 6B). The fact that the fusion protein still retained some binding activity for the kinase-inactive receptor is not unprecedented. It has been reported that the PTB domains of proteins such as Shc, X11, FE65, and Numb can bind to their targets independently of tyrosine phosphorylation (9, 14, 40).

We also found that mutation of the PTB-binding site on SEV (SEVS11Y2546F) (45) significantly decreased the amount of SEVS11 precipitated by the GST-PTB fusion protein (Fig. 6B). Since DRK is not directly involved in the interaction between the DAB PTB domain and SEVS11, this result suggests that the region of SEV containing this tyrosine residue might directly bind to the DAB PTB domain. This possibility is further supported by the result that the PTB domain of DAB could not bind to a C-terminally truncated SEVS11 in which the last 39 amino acids, including Y2546 but no other tyrosine residues, were removed. However, we have not been able to demonstrate direct binding of the DAB PTB domain to peptides representing this region due to their poor solubility (data not shown).

The ability of SEVS11 to induce DAB tyrosine phosphorylation and the in vitro interaction of the DAB PTB domain with SEVS11 suggest that a complex of DAB and SEV might exist in vivo. To investigate this possibility, we examined anti-SEV immunoprecipitates from SL2-SEVS11 cells for the presence of DAB. We found that DAB and SEVS11 coimmunoprecipitated and thus provides evidence that SEV and DAB are present in a common complex in vivo (Fig. 5B).

A point mutation in the DAB PTB domain reduces SEV binding in vitro and inhibits SEV signaling in vivo. The nuclear magnetic resonance structure of the PTB domain of human Shc (hShc) complexed to a tyrosine-phosphorylated peptide reveals that the phosphotyrosine of the peptide interacts with a positively charged site on hShc composed of Arg 67, Ser 151, Lys 169, and Arg 175 (63). Only one of these residues, Ser 151 in hShc, is highly conserved in PTB domain-containing proteins (10). We therefore mutated the corresponding Ser residue in DAB into Ala (S119A) (Fig. 6A) and tested its effect on DAB PTB domain binding. We found that SEVS11 could still bind to the mutated GST-PTB fusion protein but that the extent of binding was greatly reduced (Fig. 6B). Similarly, binding to either the kinase-inactive SEVS11TKM or the DRK-binding-site-mutated SEVS11Y2546F was also compromised by the S119A mutation (Fig. 6B).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genotype</th>
<th>Avg no. of R7 cells/ommatidium</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P[se-sev]S11/+;+/+</td>
<td>4.0 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P[se-sev]S11/dab+/+</td>
<td>3.1 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P[se-sev]S11/Y; P[se-dab]S119A/+</td>
<td>4.1 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P[se-sev]S11/Y; P[se-dab]S119A/+; P[se-dab]Y2546F/+</td>
<td>2.5 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P[se-sev]S11/Y; P[se-dab]S119A/+; P[se-dab]Y2546F/+</td>
<td>4.1 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P[se-sev]S11/Y; P[se-dab]S119A/+; P[se-dab]Y2546F/+</td>
<td>2.5 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P[se-sev]S11/Y; P[se-dab]S119A/+; P[se-dab]Y2546F/+</td>
<td>3.6 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* For each genotype, five to eight eyes were sectioned, and 70 to 100 ommatidia were analyzed in each eye. The average number of R7 cells per ommatidium and the standard of deviation were calculated for each eye and then used to tabulate the average number of R7 per ommatidium and the standard of deviation for each genotype.
phosphorylation following SEV\textsuperscript{S11} induction in SL2 cells. Although DAB\textsuperscript{Pro} could not bind the DRK SH3 domains (Fig. 1C), it still became tyrosine phosphorylated and once phosphorylated could bind to the SH2 domain of DRK (Fig. 7). These results suggest that DAB tyrosine phosphorylation and its ability to act as docking sites for SH2 domains do not require interaction with the DRK SH3 domains.

We next tested whether DAB\textsuperscript{Pro} could function during SEV\textsuperscript{S11} signaling in the developing eye. As for wild-type DAB, expression of DAB\textsuperscript{Pro} had no apparent effect on the eye development of wild-type flies but did reverse the effects of dab mutations on the SEV\textsuperscript{S11} phenotype. However, one difference between the effects of wild-type DAB and DAB\textsuperscript{Pro} was that phosphorylation of DAB\textsuperscript{Pro} was not visible following SEV\textsuperscript{S11} induction in SL2 cells.

To investigate the role of the SEV\textsuperscript{S11}-DAB PTB domain interaction in vivo, we examined the ability of DAB carrying the S119A mutation (DAB\textsuperscript{S119A}) to function during SEV\textsuperscript{S11} signaling in the developing eye. We found that expression of DAB\textsuperscript{S119A} under sE transcriptional control could not reverse the suppression of the SEV\textsuperscript{S11} phenotype by dab mutations (data not shown). Moreover, DAB\textsuperscript{S119A} appeared to act as an inhibitor of wild-type DAB function. Expression of DAB\textsuperscript{S119A} in SEV\textsuperscript{S11} flies that still carried two wild-type dab alleles strongly suppressed the SEV\textsuperscript{S11} rough eye and reduced the average number of R7 cells per ommatidium from 4.0 to 2.5 (Fig. 4I and M; Table 1). The effects of DAB\textsuperscript{S119A} expression on SEV\textsuperscript{S11} signaling could be overcome by increased expression of wild-type DAB (Fig. 4J and N). Taken together, these results demonstrate that PTB domain function is important for DAB action during SEV\textsuperscript{S11} signaling and are consistent with the proposal that SEV and the DAB PTB domain interact during R7 development.

A deletion of the DAB proline-rich region enhances DAB function during SEV signaling. Our results have shown that the SH3 domains of DRK bind to the proline-rich region of DAB. To study the significance of this interaction on DAB function, we first examined the ability of DAB\textsuperscript{Pro} to become phosphorylated following SEV\textsuperscript{S11} induction in SL2 cells. Although DAB\textsuperscript{Pro} could not bind the DRK SH3 domains (Fig. 1C), it still became tyrosine phosphorylated and once phosphorylated could bind to the SH2 domain of DRK (Fig. 7). These results suggest that DAB tyrosine phosphorylation and its ability to act as docking sites for SH2 domains do not require interaction with the DRK SH3 domains.

We next tested whether DAB\textsuperscript{Pro} could function during SEV\textsuperscript{S11} signaling in the developing eye. As for wild-type DAB, expression of DAB\textsuperscript{Pro} had no apparent effect on the eye development of wild-type flies but did reverse the effects of dab mutations on the SEV\textsuperscript{S11} phenotype. However, one difference between the effects of wild-type DAB and DAB\textsuperscript{Pro} was that phosphorylation of DAB\textsuperscript{Pro} was not visible following SEV\textsuperscript{S11} induction in SL2 cells.
DAB<sup>Pro</sup> expression not only rescued the effects of insufficient dab function but also appeared to enhance the Sev<sup>S11</sup> rough-eye phenotype (data not shown). This finding suggests that expression of DAB<sup>Pro</sup> might actually increase the effectiveness of Sev<sup>S11</sup> signaling. The enhancement of the Sev<sup>S11</sup> phenotype by DAB<sup>Pro</sup> was difficult to quantitate due to frequent fusions between ommatidial clusters. To overcome this problem, P-element transposition was used to generate a new strain of Sev<sup>S11</sup> flies (Sev<sup>S11</sup>-<sup>drk</sup>) that has a less severe phenotype (Fig. 4K and O). Expression of DAB<sup>Pro</sup> in Sev<sup>S11</sup>-<sup>drk</sup> flies enhanced the roughness of the eye surface and increased the average number of R7 cells from 2.5 to 3.6 per ommatidium (Fig. 4L and P; Table 1), while expression of wild-type DAB had no significant effect (data not shown). We also observed similar enhancement, although at a lesser extent, by expression of a DAB protein carrying point mutations in one of the proline-rich motifs (data not shown). The enhancement of the Sev<sup>S11</sup>-<sup>drk</sup> phenotype by DAB<sup>Pro</sup> expression suggests that the proline-rich region of DAB has an inhibitory effect on DAB function.

**DISCUSSION**

The primary function of RTKs is to activate specific intracellular biochemical pathways in response to binding of an extracellular ligand. Ligand binding leads to RTK activation and phosphorylation on tyrosine residues. The phosphotyrosine-containing regions in RTKs can then function as binding sites for cellular proteins containing either SH2 or PTB domains. These include the regulatory domain of phosphoinositide 3-kinase (P13K), phospholipase C-γ, the Ras GTPase-activating protein (p120GAP), the phosphotyrosine phosphatase SHP2, Grb2/DRK, and Nck. In some cases, the associated proteins possess enzymatic activities that are regulated by their interaction with the activated RTK (36). In many other cases, the recruited proteins lack enzymatic activity and instead function by linking additional proteins to the activated receptor. Examples of these adaptor proteins include Grb2/DRK and p85, which serve to recruit SOS and the catalytic subunit of P13K, respectively.

While many adaptor proteins are constitutively bound to their target molecules, the function of other adaptor proteins is dependent on their phosphorylation by the activated RTK. These adaptor proteins, once phosphorylated, may then function by recruiting proteins containing either SH2 or PTB domains into signaling complexes. This group of “switchable” adaptor proteins includes Shc, IRS-1, IRS-2, GAB1, Daughter of Sevenless (DOS), and fibroblast growth factor receptor substrate 2 (28, 30, 38, 46, 62). A structural property shared by all of these proteins is the presence of at least one domain that can direct localization either to the activated RTK (SH2 and PTB domains) or to the plasma membrane (pleckstrin homology domains and myristylation sites).

**DAB as a putative adaptor protein during SEV signaling.** In this report, we have identified the PTB domain-containing protein DAB as a binding partner for the SH3 domains of DRK. We have shown that, as for drk, Sos, Ras1, and dos, inactivation of one allele of dab markedly attenuates signaling by the constitutively activated Sev<sup>S11</sup> protein. Furthermore, expression of a PTB domain-mutated DAB suppresses the Sev<sup>S11</sup> phenotype. In contrast, the Sev<sup>S11</sup> phenotype is enhanced by the expression of a DAB lacking a proline-rich region. These results indicate that the level of DAB function can be critical for determining the strength of Sev<sup>S11</sup> signaling and suggest that DAB is important for normal SEV signal transduction.

Several lines of evidence suggest that DAB may function as an adaptor protein whose function is regulated by phosphorylation. First, DAB contains a conserved N-terminal PTB domain that is capable of interacting with activated SEV. Second, SEV activation in Drosophila tissue culture cells leads to increased DAB tyrosine phosphorylation. Finally, we have evidence that this phosphorylation generates binding sites for the SH2 domain of DRK. These features are consistent with DAB functioning as an adaptor protein during SEV signaling. Further studies will be required to determine the importance of DRK SH2 domain binding and to identify additional SH2 domain-containing proteins that may bind to phosphorylated DAB.

Our analysis has provided evidence that the DAB PTB domain binds to the region including Y2546 of SEV. This conclusion is suggested by the effects on binding shown by Sev<sup>S11</sup> proteins in which this site has been either mutated or deleted. One interesting feature of Y2546 is that it has previously been identified as a probable direct binding site on SEV for the DRK SH2 domain (45). The ability of both domains to interact with the same site on SEV suggests that a DRK-DAB complex, bound via the DRK SH3 domains and the proline-rich region of DAB, might interact with both subunits of an activated SEV dimer. Such an interaction might provide a mechanism for making DRK-DAB recruitment dependent on receptor dimerization. Alternatively, the DAB PTB and DRK SH2 domains might compete for SEV binding. This could provide a mechanism for the receptor to assemble different signaling complexes.

**A potential role for DRK in regulating DAB function.** Our interest in the role of DAB during SEV signaling began with our identification of DAB as a DRK-binding partner. This in vitro interaction requires both the proline-rich region of DAB and the SH3 domains of DRK. Furthermore, complexes of DRK and DAB are present in Drosophila SL2 cells, and their formation depends on DRK SH3 domain function. To understand the significance of this interaction during SEV signaling, we assayed the ability of the proline-rich region truncated DAB<sup>Pro</sup> to participate in SEV signaling. Surprisingly, expression of DAB<sup>Pro</sup> enhanced the activated Sev<sup>S11</sup> phenotype. This result suggests that deletion of the proline-rich region leads to enhanced DAB function during SEV signaling.

Two models for the role of the DAB proline-rich region and its interaction with DRK are consistent with these results. One possibility is that the proline-rich region of DAB contains elements that act to inhibit DAB function. In this case, the role of DRK might be to relieve DAB inhibition through its bipartite binding to DAB proline-rich region via its SH3 domains and to the tyrosine-phosphorylated SEV via its SH2 domain. A similar role has been proposed for Grb2/DRK in regulating SOS activity (2, 35). A second possibility is that DRK binding to the DAB proline-rich region inhibits DAB function, and thus DRK acts as a negative regulator. In this model, the overall positive contribution of DRK to SEV signaling would likely result from its contribution to SOS function. It remains possible that the proline-rich region deletion has altered the function and/or localization of DAB. However, the fact that we observed similar enhancement by expression of a DAB protein carrying point mutations in one of the proline-rich motifs suggests that DAB<sup>Pro</sup> has an enhanced function due to its inability to interact with the SH3 domains.

**The role of DAB in other RTK signaling pathways.** A murine DAB-related protein, mDAB1, has been identified as a tyrosine-phosphorylated protein that binds to the non-receptor protein tyrosine kinase Src (31). Recently, several reports have shown that mice lacking mDAB1 function have neuronal defects similar to those seen in reeler mice (32, 51, 61), including...
abnormal cortical lamination resulting from disruptions of neuronal migration processes. These results suggest that mDAB1 might participate in a signaling pathway triggered by REELIN, a secreted protein released near the targets of migrating neurons. In Drosophila, alleles of dab were originally identified due to their genetic interactions with mutations in abl. Homozygous abl mutant flies die either during pupation or shortly after eclosion. Inactivation of one allele of dab in homozygous abl mutant flies shifts the lethal phase from the pupal to the embryonic stage and results in severe disruptions of the axonal connections in the central nervous system (23). The neuronal defects associated with Drosophila and mouse dab mutations and our identification of DAB as a putative signal-regulating protein (SEV) suggest that DAB may function downstream of several RTKs, including those required for proper development of the Drosophila central nervous system.
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